Preliminary memo
O-Ringen Trial-O Stage 4
Byttorp, Thursday 23rd July
Arena and travel
directions
Parking
Start and timed
controls

Courselengths
/maximum time
Course
Course setter
Controller
Finish
Control card and SI
card
Map

Terrain/courses

Catering
Jury

Arena at Byttorp sports field. The distance from O-Ringen City to
the arena is around 4 km. Directions from the road RV 180 to
Alingsås at the junction Alingsåsvägen-Fjällgatan.
Parking is near the Arena.
The first ordinary start is 10am.
From Arena to start in all classes: 100 metres.
Map timed control scale 1:2500 contour interval 5 m.
Elite is starting with the timed control from 10.00am according the
starting order.
From Arena to timed control: 240 m.
Pre- Pre-B and Pre-C A has a timed start according to the start list
with the time control after finish.
Elite
2400 m / 132 minutes
Pre-A
2400 m / 144 minutes
Pre-B
2400 m / 128 minutes
Pre-C
2400 m / 134 minutes
For all classes: There is a timed-out transport leg of 640 m. Do not
forget to punch at break and start punch for restart.
Rolf Hermansson, Horred SK, Ivan Andersson OK Räven, Evald
Stensson OK Räven
Bernt Gustavsson, OK Flundrehof
Finish unit for SI cards. Finish personnel will check punches and
note any missing punches.
From Finish to Arena: 740 metres.
Competitors hand in their control card to the Secretariat, where SI
cards are also downloaded.
Byttorp. Base material: Previous map of Rya Åsar. Revisions for
TrailO: Carl-Henry Andersson 2015
Scale 1: 5000
Contour interval 5 metres
On the description X =bridge (only PreC)
The course is dived into to parts.
One in urban and park terrain, mostly good visibility, moderately
hilly with mostly tarmac pedestrian and cycle ways.
The other very flat with hard packed gravel tracks. Mostly broadleaf
woodland with some coniferous forest, with limited visibility as a
result of the rich vegetation.
You can only leave the path and go forward to the strip(blue/yellow)
on the ground.
Indoors
K-G Däldehög, Lars Silvervret, Roger Borg

	
  

Please note! Don’t forget to read the general details, which apply for each
event.

